Different roles for anti-sigma factors in siderophore signalling pathways of Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
Group IV (extracytoplasmic function) sigma factors direct the expression of a large number of regulons in bacteria. The activities of many Group IV sigma factors are inhibited by members of a family of anti-sigma factor proteins, with appropriate environmental signals causing the sigma factor to be released for interaction with core RNA polymerase and consequent transcription of target genes. One subgroup of Group IV sigmas directs expression of genes for uptake of siderophores (iron-chelating compounds) by Gram-negative bacteria. The activities of these sigma factors are controlled by anti-sigma factors that span the cytoplasmic membrane. Binding of siderophore by a receptor protein in the outer membrane results in signal transduction from the periplasmic portion to the cytoplasmic portion of the appropriate anti-sigma factor, with consequent activity of the cognate sigma factor and upregulation of the gene encoding the receptor protein. We have investigated receptor/anti-sigma/sigma factor signalling pathways for uptake of the siderophores ferrichrome and desferrioxamine by Pseudomonas aeruginosa. In these pathways the 'anti-sigma' proteins are normally required for sigma factor activity and the cytoplasmic parts of the 'anti-sigmas' have 'pro-sigma' activity. We suggest that the family of anti-sigma factor proteins may be better considered as 'sigma regulators'.